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• 16 GAUGE GALVANIZED STEEL
USED FOR LONG LASTING
DURABILITY.

• Nominal dimensions are: 46” high 
x 18” deep x 24” wide.

• Exterior top counter to be high grade
16 gauge brushed stainless steel finish.

• Steel shelf mounted inside center
storage portion of podium for added
storage space.

• Umbrella holder located in right rear
corner of podium.

• 3” heavy duty swivel casters with two
front locking wheels for stability.

• Steel storage drawer and swing steel
door with keyed slam action cam lock
for added security.

• Front swing steel door with continu-
ous steel piano hinge and keyed slam
action cam lock for added security.

• 16 GAUGE FORMED SHEET STEEL
WELDED CONSTRUCTION FOR LONG
LASTING DURABILITY.

• Front swing steel door with continuous
steel piano hinge and slam action keyed
cam lock for added security.

• 1-100 numbered hook key cabinet.
• 72” nominal high portable stand fabricated

from structural steel tubing with 30” high
x 5” deep x 25” wide key cabinet.

• 1/4” heavy duty steel base plate for 
stability.

• Two pre-mounted 4” heavy duty casters for
easy mobility.

• All products painted with marine base
1500 hour salt test primer and durable high
gloss solids two part polyurethane finish
top coat. Custom color of your choice.

valet podium

pasadena • california • voice • 626•791•8434 • fax • 626•791•8467

portable valet key box
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Keypads requiring the input of a
digital access code or handheld remote
devices are typically not used when
throughput and security are important
aspects. Today, the insert type of card
readers are typically the slowest, and the
least frequently used. The proximity
card readers are the most used and have
varying throughput rates depending on
the read range being used. The access
control system that is gaining in popu-
larity is the automatic vehicle identifica-
tion (AVI) readers. They provide park-
ers with exceptional convenience and a
high level of throughput, and their pur-
chase cost continues to decline.

The actual layout of the vehicle
control lanes also is important when try-
ing to achieve the greatest throughput. 

One might think a wider control
lane would tend to increase the through-
put. However, the opposite will typical-
ly be true. If the lane is more than 9 feet
wide, the parker will often position the
vehicle too far from the ticket-issuing
machine, the card reader or the cashier
booth. This then requires the parker to
lean out the window or actually open his
door and step out of the vehicle. Either
takes valuable seconds and tends to
back up vehicles at the entry or the exit
control lanes.

Another design flaw is the use of
right turns into control lanes. Where
they cannot be avoided, extreme care
must be exercised or the ability of the
parker to get properly aligned with the
equipment will be seriously compro-
mised, the throughput rate will suffer
greatly and the parker will become sig-
nificantly frustrated.

If the operations system is the more
advanced POF system, it is important to
understand the parkers’ destination and
control the path they take to return to
their parked vehicles. It is best to locate
a POF station at each of the primary
locations where parkers will enter the

ther a difficult nor costly task, unless you
have not dealt with it before. For this rea-
son, it likely will be a process in which
your parking consultant will have much
input.

Ron Saxton, formerly Principal-in-Charge of
the Sherman Oaks, CA, office of International
Parking Design, has more than 34 years of
experience in the field of parking. He recently
started his own firm: Parking Design
Consulting. He can be reached at 
parkingdesign@aol.com.

facility before returning to their vehicle. 
If there are a limited number of

pedestrian entry points to the parking
facility, this task becomes easier, and few-
er of the relatively expensive POF stations
are needed, reducing the owner cost for
equipment. Once again, some decisions
must be made early in the design process
to determine if signage will replace the
need for a POF stations and to insure that
power, proper lighting and data communi-
cations are provided to them.

Designing for revenue control is nei-
PT
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DEATH BDEATH BY
BY JVH

As semi-retired PI Paul Manning and his son were
following up on a shooting in their office, Paul
Junior stirred up trouble when asking a few ques-
tions in a parking structure where their wounded
client, Grace Lundquist, had seen some strange
activity. Their investigation revealed that a good
place to start was with AB Parking “owner” William
Francis Smith. Thirty minutes after Paul Junior had
met with Smith, the Mannings had their PI licenses
pulled. They then met with Marilyn North, a parking
expert who was auditing one of Smith’s locations.
She told them about the problems some parking
operators have in dealing with city taxes and cash.
The meeting was finishing up on the patio of Paul
Junior’s house in Venice when Maria LaFlonza, a
convicted murderer and front for the Mob, walked
up. “We meet again, Mr. Manning. ... Stop what you
are doing immediately or you will certainly lose your
business, and maybe your lives.” 
After LaFlonza left, it was agreed that Paul Junior
would meet with North at one of Smith’s locations.
On entering the garage office the next day, they
noticed a doctor’s bag that fit the description of one
that Lundquist had mentioned the night before when
Paul Junior had visited her in the hospital – the bag
she had seen changing hands on the roof of the
garage next to her office. Paul Junior began to won-
der if he and North hadn’t stumbled onto the center
of Smith’s operation. 
In the meantime, Paul Senior and police Capt. Bill
Vose had hatched a plan to bring the issue out into
the open. “You say Junior is going to be working
with this North woman tomorrow at the West Valley
Medical Center? What if we tried a little bait-and-
switch? Perhaps we could get your license back if
we get Smith and LaFlonza to show their hands.”

A Simple 
Gets Com
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BY PARKINGBY PARKING

glanced at Marilyn and noted that she saw the
bag, too. I was wondering what to do when my
cellphone vibrated. I took the call outside.

“Junior?” It was Dad. He seemed calm, but I could hear
some excitement in his voice. “I’ve been talking to Bill Vose,
and we came up with an idea. …”

As he spoke, I could feel a smile forming on my face. The
plan was as elegant as it was simple. And if it worked, we would
force the players into the open, and Vose could nab them with
their hands in the cookie jar – literally. 

But before we could put it into action, Marilyn and I had
work to do. I asked her to step outside and explained what we
were going to do. She nodded and went back inside the garage
office to proceed with step one: pulling off a rock-solid damn-
ing audit of the garage, but we had to work fast. 

Finding problems in a parking garage can be easy, as long
as you know where to look. I had no clue; however, after years
of experience both working in garages and as an auditor, Mari-
lyn knew it all. 

Parking garages work mostly in cash, she said, and have
two basic types of parkers: dailies and monthlies. Plus, she
explained, there are sometimes side deals that the owner of the
facility or the operator cuts with local businesses such as restau-
rants and valet companies. 

Dad had told me how, nearly three decades ago, he had,
with some auditing help, discovered a money laundry going on
in a parking operation. Since it’s a cash business, the bad guys
would simply run ill-gotten cash through the garage’s books
and since there were no records of the actual number of vehi-
cles parking, the cash would suddenly become legitimate.

However, the issues here were different. According to Mar-
ilyn, the goal was to under-report the income so the operator
didn’t have to pay the taxes due on it. If we could prove that
Smith’s company was grossly under-reporting the income in the
garages, the local DA could go after him and close him down,
and there could be some substantial jail time. Cities don’t like it
when you don’t pay your taxes.

Dad and Bill’s plan went a bit further than just a forensic
audit and months of lawyers and courts. They wanted to catch
Smith and LaFlonza with the money in their hot little hands. It

I

EPISODE II

THE

RENDEZVOUS

Plan
mplicated

Continued on Page 32
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was the only way. If Smith could get our licenses pulled in half an
hour, he could easily skate on a tax fraud charge. This had to be
iron-clad.

Marilyn and I had to find a way to track the cash from this
facility all the way to Smith and LaFlonza. That meant we had to
do two things: ensure that money was
being siphoned off and into the medical
bags, and then “follow the money” and
see where it went. If we could find
where it moved from Smith to LaFlon-
za, then we could catch them in the act.

Dad told me that he figured there
was no honor among these thieves and
that no one trusted anybody, particularly
when there was as much cash moving
around as we had determined earlier. Smith runs 35 locations,
Marilyn said, and she estimated that he skimmed about a grand
from each location a day. If that was the case, its three-quarters of
a million dollars a month, in cash. That’s a lot of greenbacks to be
hauling around. 

None of the crooks would trust underlings with such big num-
bers. Somewhere in the process, Smith and LaFlonza had to meet
regularly and divvy up. 

So all Marilyn and I had to do was make sure that the skim-
ming was happening, and then I had to follow the cash – discrete-
ly, of course – and determine where and when they met to count it.
This might take a few days since they probably didn’t meet every

day. Once we found out when and where the exchange meeting
was taking place, we would mark some bills, put them in with the
regular haul, and then surprise Smith and LaFlonza with the goods.
The cops would be there and slap on the cuffs. Simple.

Of course, something could go wrong at any point in the
process. And in this case, go wrong meant that my neck was on the
line. Sounded like fun.

Marilyn had started the audit. She had parked across the street
for the previous few days and counted the cars going in and out.

She knew exactly how much money
should have been collected on those
days. Today, she asked for the reports
for those days and, guess what, they
were off about $500 each day. That
didn’t seem like enough.

She then ran a list of active cards on
the computerized revenue control sys-
tem. She compared that with the num-

ber listed on the operator’s records. There were 575 active cards,
but only 385 listed on the books – 190 monthly customers at $125
is 23 grand a month. Assuming these were “under the table” and
the folks got a discount by paying cash, that certainly made up the
difference.

We had our smoking gun. Now all we needed was the loca-
tion of the transfer. 

At about 3 p.m., a car much like the one Lundquist had seen
on the roof of the garage showed up, and the garage manager
handed the driver the doctor’s bag we had seen in the office. It was
time for me to jump in the jeep and put my detecting and follow-
ing skills to good use.

Death by Parking
from Page 31

That meant we had to
“follow the money” and
see where it went
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We started up Topanga Canyon, obviously heading for
Pacific Coast Highway. Then the car did a strange thing. It
turned left on Mulholland. I followed and was so intent on not
being spotted that I completely missed the car that was follow-
ing me. It was open country up there – no houses, nothing but
sagebrush and coyotes. 

Then the car in front of me slammed on his brakes. I imme-
diately became aware of the car behind me as it rammed into
my rear bumper. Suddenly, the whole idea of slapping the cuffs
on Smith and LaFlonza didn’t seem so simple. 

To be continued ... PT

Edwin L. Mead
Edwin L. Mead, a pioneer of automated fabrication

processes and composite castellated steel beam construction,
died Jan. 4. He had retired in the mid-1990s as Vice President of
Mulach Steel Co., a now closed structural steel fabrication 
company in Pittsburgh. 

At Mulach, Mead was the first to design a steel-framed
parking structure with composite castellated beams. This paved
the way for Mulach Parking Structures, a division of the compa-
ny that designed and constructed steel-framed parking structures
for nearly 30 years. He also is credited with automating its 
fabrication facilities in the early 1960s. 

“He was quite an innovative fabricator,” said Charles
Churches, President of Churches Consulting Engineers in
Claysville, PA. He is a former Vice President of Construction
for Mulach Parking Structures and worked with Mead for 23
years. He said Mead was a forerunner in the automation of 
fabrication shops. 

visit us online at
www.parkingtoday.com

Carl Walker Construction recently completed demolition of a cantilevered exit ramp. So? Well, this one was located seven stories up on the side of the Stanwix Street Parking
Garage in Pittsburgh. Under a separate contract, the company is carrying out related structural and cosmetic concrete repairs. The ramp was removed to prevent future 
structural problems and to meet current building codes. The photo shows the ramp in the final stages of demolition.
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L.C. Greenwood
Former Pittsburgh Steelers lineman L.C. Greenwood

has been nominated to the Pittsburgh Parking Authority
Board. The 12-year NFL veteran (1969-1981) has spent the
last 25 years in business, running a plumbing and construc-
tion supply company, and is a director of the MTR Gaming
Group, which runs a casino and racetrack in West Virginia.

There are a lot of parking issues in Pittsburgh, including
its 50% parking tax. Although the authority has no control
over the tax, it produces the lion’s share of the revenue. 

Greenwood had 73.5 sacks and 14 fumble recoveries in
his career. Can he carry on the record on the Parking
Authority Board? Time will tell.

Parking at Bubbas
Bubbas, a major restaurant in Visalia (CA), and UFO,

one of the city’s furniture stores, have a problem. The restau-
rant is so busy that folks (its employees) are parking in front
of the furniture store, and according to the furniture store

JVH comments on Parking News every day at PT Blog – log
on at www.parkingtoday.com. Each month, there are at least
40 other comments like these, posted daily.
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But, But, But, But ...
What is there about this that the locals in Rome, NY, don’t

understand? If you offer free parking, the parking will be taken
up by the merchants and their employees and customers won’t
have a place to park. It’s really just that simple. They will then
go to that big mall outside town where parking is easy and the
locals won’t have any business.

Of course, they should remember that the reason people go
to the mall isn’t because of parking, free or not. It’s because the
mall is cool, clean, well-lighted, and has a lot of neat shops,
restaurants, theaters and activities for everyone.

What would happen if downtown Rome had neat shops,
restaurants, theaters and activities? You think people would
come no matter how much you charged for parking. Those folks
should call the merchants in Old Town Pasadena, CA, or on the
Third Street Promenade in Santa Monica, CA. Ask if they ever
hear about parking issues. My guess is Rome might want to take
a different approach.

L.A. Goes After Parking Operators
For the last three years or so, the city of Los Angeles has

been auditing parking operators to find if they have paid their
parking taxes. The city has received a considerable amount of

manager, its customers can’t find a place to park. 
They are acting civilized, so far, and everyone is talking

nice. Seems Bubbas employees were banned from parking in the
restaurant’s parking lot (a good idea, I think) and therefore
parked on the street, sometimes in front of the furniture store.
However, I think the real reason everyone is so nice is that the
furniture store is finding that many of the restaurant’s customers
walk by its displays and, who knows, maybe they come in and
buy something.

Nevertheless, the store has put up unenforceable signs that
read “Furniture Store Parking Only” or something like that in
front of their windows. At this point, the city doesn’t care, but of
course it won’t enforce the “parking ban.” Bubbas is doing a
land office business, and UFO is, I think, perplexed as to what
to do. 

My solution? Bubbas management tells its employees they
have to be good neighbors and to find a place to park that is off-
street (mayhaps pay for parking nearby) and doesn’t affect any-
one else’s parking. However, if management does nothing, my
guess is that the furniture store is going to see its numbers up
simply due to increased traffic caused by good old Bubba. This
is a solution in search of a problem.

Instead of “Furniture Store Parking Only,” why not a sign
that says: “Bubbas customers get 10% off.”

Continued on Page 36
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input and found that most of those audited have come up short.
Many operators have simply paid the back taxes, cleaned up
their act a bit, and all is well. A number of the big offenders have
simply ignored the city.

No more, said the local DA, and the city went after the
biggest of the offenders, which is accused of owing more than
$400,000 in back taxes. This guy will stand trial. (Read all
about it at the link on the online version of this blog.)

City Controller Laura Chick was quoted in the L.A. Times:
“Today we are sending a loud and clear message to scofflaws in
the city of Los Angeles that we are not sitting back and just
watching. We are acting, and we are going after them.”

I’m against parking taxes on principle. I think they discrim-
inate greatly – taxing only those who drive and who pay for the
right to park. However, that’s another story.

The problem with operators that don’t pay the tax is that
they have a greatly unfair advantage over those that do, because
they can under-bid them and still make a large profit.

Legitimate operators see this as a major problem and actu-
ally cheer when the city finally steps up to the plate and does
something about it.

This has been long coming, but a welcome result.

When Will the Government Learn That It Is the
Problem, Not the Solution?

This is a typical example – the city of New York allows its
employees to park free virtually anywhere they like. In this case,
nearly 20,000 vehicles enter the city each day that park free and
take revenue-generating space. The city loses about $46MM a
year. 

Heh – the city itself is causing much of the parking and traf-
fic congestion in Manhattan. Think how much nicer the place
would be if 20,000 cars weren’t on the streets. All they would
have to do is let city employees pay what everyone else pays to
park. They would then see the virtue in public transportation,
and the spaces would be opened up for those who want to drive
and pay.

Time for government to become part of the solution, not the
problem. Oh, I forgot. Bloomberg – hizzonner to you – says that
the city has really cut back on the number of “park free plac-
ards” it issues to employees, cutting the number drastically by
12% last year. Wow!

‘City by the Bay’ Nominee – Kalamazoo
Yep, we have another nominee for the “City by the Bay”

Award – Kalamazoo, MI. Home of the first outdoor mall in the

from Page 35
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US (1959) and famous for growing celery, I guess. Did you
know the name Kalamazoo means “bubbling water” or
“reflecting off the water” – neither did I. 

OK, here’s the deal: The city has decreed that free on-
street parking should be good for only 90 minutes, and then
you must move your car 500 feet or get a ticket. Huh?
According to the article, the city has a great formula for fig-
uring out what 500 feet means, and no way to enforce it. It
probably doesn’t know that GPS systems can, in fact, enforce
this new rule, but that’s another story.

Even more interesting is the city’s method of charging
for parking: On-street parking is free, or in some places
being lowered to nearly free, and off-street parking is paid,
but they are lowering that price, too.

So, let’s see – if you park on-street, you pay nothing,
unless you stay more than 90 minutes. If you park off-street,
you pay very little. Huh.

Oh, and check out the complicated rules – it’s worth
reading the article; I’m not going to repeat them here. Log on
to the blog and follow the link. I will say, however, that I love
the one saying that if you haven’t had a parking ticket in the
last year, you can have your ticket voided, if you ask. If you
don’t ask, you pay.

Dontcha just love it. Kalamazoo needs a Shoupista
Chapter, and they need it today.

Hot Movie – Hot Parking
The hot new movie of the summer is “Fast and Furious –

Tokyo Drift” – at least for the fast-car set. And guess what?
Featured in the movie is an automated garage. It’s in Tokyo,
naturally.

It looks fun and great, but like the person who comment-
ed on the blog linked online, I did like the one in “I Robot”
much better. Of course, that one was a figment of someone’s
imagination, and the one above is real.

I also have heard that a number of these suckers are
under construction here in the US. (I’ll believe it when I see
it.) I have had no definitive word from any developer, manu-
facturer or builder, but the rumors, as always, are out there.

We shall see – I hope the rumors are true. We need this
product at the right place at the right time. The time is now.
The place – wherever there isn’t enough dirt to put a garage. 

PayLock and Symbol in Hoboken
The home of Sinatra is now going high-tech in its parking

permit program. Hoboken, NJ, has contracted with PayLock and
Symbol Technologies to provide its permits and solve its coun-
terfeit permit problems.

The systems work like this: RFID tags, which are embedded
in the parking permits, contain an identification number that is
stored in a permit database. This database holds the informa-
tion on the vehicle and the type of permit issued, defining where
a vehicle can legally park. Valid tags and associated informa-
tion are synchronized to the Symbol mobile computers daily,
allowing parking officers to validate if a car is permitted to park
in a particular location at a particular time. PayLock’s RFID
permit management software also allows the city to greatly
reduce the cost and effort associated with issuing new permits
every year. Permit holders are now able to renew online, through
a 24/7 call center, and have their existing permit extended
immediately.

I had a demonstration of the product at the IPI show last
month in Vegas, and it’s impressive. 

My correspondents tell me that counterfeit permits, partic-
ularly with new digital copy technology, are a big problem.
These RFID permits solve the problem, plus they offer great
benefits in administration and re-issuance of permits.

Circle #171 on Reader Service Card
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We’ve Got It Under Control –

Vehicle Access, Revenue Control

and Perimeter Security

AWID offers leading edge technology at surprisingly

affordable prices. Our LR-911 Vehicle ID Reader reads

Passive Tags (no batteries) from a distance of nine to

eleven feet, and is compatible with virtually every revenue 

control and access control system sold today.

Proven Vehicle Access Control Solutions for Commercial

Parking Facilities, Gated Communitites, Universities,

Industrial/Manufacturing Facilities and Critical Infrastructure

Protection. Available on GSA Federal Supply Schedule.

Obsessed with Innovation
www.awid.com • 845.369.8800 • sales@awid.com
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know we have talked about
credit card acceptance here
before, and you all know this
old dog has learned that new

trick. There are many reasons for
accepting credit cards.

First, of course, is the fact that if
all your transactions were by credit card, it
would make my audit much easier. I
would merely ensure that the software you
are using got all the transactions to the
right place. I also would ensure that your
staff understood what it meant to “back
out” a transaction and knew all the intrica-
cies of such a procedure. In addition, I
would be certain they checked your bank
statement to ensure that the bank hadn’t

“backed out” a transaction from your
account.

Banks are funny – they take the mon-
ey from the card holder almost immediate-
ly, but returning it is another matter. Some-
times it takes a few days, and a customer
could be in dire straights (i.e., tough times,
not the rock group), particularly if they are
using a debit card.

Consider this scenario:
Parking in the garage costs $350 a

month. You have debit cards on file and
you hit the customer’s account for $350 on
the same day once a month. Remember,
this is coming out of their checking
account; it is not a credit transaction.

What happens if, for some reason,

your system happens to hit an account a
second time that month. (Let’s say your
manager resets the time/date and gets it
wrong. The software thinks it’s earlier
than it is and calls the bank for the money
a second time.)

You immediately discover the prob-
lem, but the customer, who is living
month-to-month in his San Francisco
walk-up, suddenly finds his rent check
bouncing, as he has $350 less in his
account than he thought he did. It may
take the bank up to a week to get the mon-
ey back in the account. In the meantime,
Joe Parker has checks that look like bas-
ketballs during the Final Four.

What about the other side of the
issue? Joe Customer had his car scratched

PT The Auditor

I

Is Your CC System
Batch or Real-Time?
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and blames you. He calls his bank and has
it reverse the credit card transaction that
paid his monthly parking fee. Unless your
manager is on the ball, he or she might not
even know it happened.

If you take credit/debit cards and
automatically charge monthly parking to
them each month, you have to pay atten-
tion to detail.

But now let’s talk credit cards. Credit
cards taken for daily parking can be a
problem. Here’s how:

Should your system be “online real-
time” or “batch?” Huh? You young pups
might ask about the difference. Well, I’ll
tell you:

In batch processing, you collect the
credit card numbers and then give them to
the bank each night for processing in a sin-
gle batch. This means you don’t know
whether or not the card is going to be
rejected by the bank until the next day. The
customer has come and gone, and if the
card is rejected, you are basically screwed.

Online transactions complete the
transaction then and there, while the cus-
tomer is in the lane or in front of the pay-
on-foot machine. If there is a problem with
the card, you can deal with it and collect
your money another way. (Can anyone say
“cash?”)

With the Internet today, most new
systems are online. But you would be sur-
prised at the number of systems that are
not. 

Some say the increased speed (instan-
taneous in batch mode versus four to eight
seconds online) is worth the risk. I won-
der?

Most banks charge more for batch
processing as, in some cases, if you
have a floor limit (i.e., the bank will
pay no matter what if it’s under, say,
$20). After all, they aren’t going to
take the risk. If you are online, they
have little or no risk. If the person is a
deadbeat, they will have cut them off
and all is right with the world.

But, you say, this happens so sel-
dom that the risk is minimal to the
garage operator. I beg to differ. I know
of a couple of studies that have found
the loss can be substantial. In one
study, a garage that did $5 million a
year had losses of about $100,000 due
simply to batch processing and credit
card rejection – and obviously not all
their transactions were credit card.

So, you pay more per transaction
and you have a potential for a rather
large hit on your bottom line. Is it
worth it to convert to a real-time sys-
tem? I would think so.

This is a case of your having to
know the answers before you ask the
questions. Did you know there are rev-
enue control systems out there that
require the operator to “key in” the
credit card data every night? Can you
imagine the error problems? Do you
know if your system is real-time or
batch? Are you sure?

Some companies charge more for
systems that are real-time – and own-
ers don’t want to pay the difference.
Penny-wise, pound-foolish, I would
think. Spend the money upfront; you
will get it back in buckets later.

For those of you dozing in the sun, I
will summarize: 

Credit/debit card systems are extremely
detail-driven. You must make sure you
know what you are doing at all times. Also,
there is a big difference between batch and
real-time processing – and real-time is the
way to go.

Woof!
PT
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WE’RE OUT IN FRONTWE’RE OUT IN FRONT
PAR-KUT all-steel parking booths have been

outlasting all others since 1954. Built to
order and built to last, we’re the #1 choice for

today’s parking industry.

PAR-KUT all-steel parking booths have been
outlasting all others since 1954. Built to
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PAR-KUT INTERNATIONAL
40961 Production Dr.Harrison Twp.MI 48045

1-800-394-6599
www.parkut.com   email: sales@parkut.com

RUGGEDRUGGED

HANDSOMEHANDSOME

COMFORTABLECOMFORTABLE
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They Actually Believe
That The City Uses
Parking Fines To
Increase Their Revenue
Comments by PT Editor John Van Horn

ow I'm beginning to understand why the
Brits are so up in arms over parking
enforcement. They are living in Neverland..
In a recent article I loved the part where
they say that one of their issues is that local

government is using parking fines to fill the coffers of the
city and not to keep the streets clear and traffic moving.
Don't hurt yourself when you fall on the floor laughing.

It’s all the same.  They are incensed that they have to
pay for parking, and that when they break the law some-
one actually asks them to pay a fine.  Prior to "decrimi-
nalization" of parking, the only people who could write
parking tickets were the police. So naturally, they weren't
too aggressive at writing tickets, since they were proba-
bly out chasing bad guys and the like. No policeman likes
parking or traffic duty -- its at the bottom of the pecking
order. When you signed up for the police department, you
thought you were going to chase baddies and shoot
drugged out psychos.  You didn't think you were going to
be giving a ticket to a blond who took a couple of extra
minutes in the department store.

Now, Britain has folks who are hired to write tickets.
There is no doubt what they are to do. So they write em
and the citizenry are not happy.

But the part about the lining the coffers of the local
government with money from parking is hilarious. Of
course local governments are balancing their budgets
with parking fees and fines.  Give the government the
ability to collect money and it will. Period.

The problem isn't that they are collecting the money,
it’s what they are using it for.  As all true Shoupistas
know, they should be putting that money right back into
the infrastructure, lighting, security, and the rest.  Make
the neighborhoods where the money was generated a bet-
ter place to live.  Complaints would go to zero if the per-
son who parked next to the fire hydrant realized that the
money paid for the fine when to keep the garden next to
the hydrant trimmed, or for new street furniture, or better
lighting.

But, naturally, governments being what they are,
the money disappears into the "general fund" and is
gone forever.

I'd be mad, too.  However here in the US we are used
to having  the local government take our money and see-
ing very little result. So what the heck. No reason to be
upset, it’s just how things are. Right?

JVH

N
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Letters

Central City Master Parking Plan
Editor, Parking Today: 

The city of Sacramento, CA, has just spent hundreds of
thousands of dollars gathering parking data in response to the
perceived parking problems in the Central City. (Or should I
say, the perceived problems of a successful revitalization of the
urban core.) At this time, none of the major recommendations of
the Central City Master Parking Plan have been implemented. 

It’s the typical story. Five years ago, you could drive your
long-bed pickup truck downtown and park free on-and off-street.
Locals have resisted any traditional supply-and-demand improve-
ment techniques – most notably, parking fees and time limitations.
Businesses are slowly realizing that they can’t park all day in their
loading zones and that employees need to park two blocks away
and not take up all the prime parking.

The private operators have done their fair share – installing
pay-and-display; implementing incremental parking rates:
improving inventory via layouts; and most important, eliminating
more than 75% of the monthly parking in strategic surface parking
lots. More than 300 new transient stalls have been created without
a single city dollar being utilized. Now, inventory is controlled via
early birds and pricing. Parking is still economical and available
off-street even at the highest peak-demand periods – $5 for valet
restaurant parking; public parking is about $2.50 per hour and $10
daily max. 

Now the kicker: The goals and recommendations fly in the
face of even the most liberal Shoupista! That is, businesses can’t
get operating permits or parking variances without off-street
parking. Developers are going to be required to build a minimum
number of stalls per unit. The city is looking to implement a bond
for expensive and probably not strategic garages in a very physi-
cally constrained environment. The residential neighborhoods are
going to be off-limits or limited parking – it goes on and on ...

I think this should be a nominee for your Parking Blog’s “City
by the Bay award.” It’s not unusual to find a city that pays for a
solution when in fact there really isn't a problem.

Name withheld by request 

visit us online at
www.parkingtoday.com
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